
Sketrick Island Kilinchy, Kilinchy, BT23 6QH
+44 7801 228805

Available for delivery summer 2019. A brand new design for
2019. A generous flybridge and sleek radar arch enhance the on
board comfort and the powerful look. The ability to choose
between an independent crew cabin and a large tender garage is
unique in her category. All these design features come together
in a yacht that provides remarkable comfort and dynamic
design. The attention to detail sets the Prestige 590 apart.
Rounded furniture edges blend into comfortable seating areas
that are both cozy and inviting. The materials, layout and sight
lines all contribute to a sense of well-being on board and an
understated, refined elegance. Please contact us now for a more
comprehensive quotation and delivery charge to a location of
your choice. Ref MGM/19/042. Accommodation Three cabins
two heads. Interior woodwork Wenge. Upholstery “Marlin Weiss”
Electronics ELECTRONICS PACK RAYMARINE: 2x Axiom 12"
Multifunction GPS displays - 2x Axiom 12" displays on fly.
Cummins engine interface - Quantum radar. Inventory
Bowthruster. Generator. Inverter. Stern docking winch. Lighting
package. Stainless steel bow protection. Cockpit enclosure -
strataglass windows - sunbrella steel. Flybridge bimini. Hydraulic
platform tender lift. Underwater lights – Blue. Washer dryer.
Cabinet with drawers in lieu of sofa in master stateroom. Folding
luxury table in saloon. Carpet in saloon and staterooms – Vogue.
Carpet in entrance way & steps – Vogue. TV up/down in saloon.
Ray 91 dual station VHF with AIS receiver. Chilled water air
conditioning system Mediterranean 52000 BTU. Wood flooring in
saloon. Mooring kit & Anchoring kit (stainless steel). Delivery
from factory to les sables d'olonne – Antifouling. Commissioning
and launching. Disclaimer Disclaimer

Prestige <Undefined> 590 | 2019

DIMENSIONS

Length: 18.7 mmm
 

£950,449 + VAT
 

Technical Specs

Used Cars NI can take no responsibility for any errors which may appear in listings. Please confirm details with the seller when making an enquiry.


